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had also proclaimed his intention of giving up the habit by
leaving all his smoking apparatus behind at Hufuf.
Zaid and Ibn Musainid rose nobly—almost too nobly
indeed—to the occasion, for it was barely 4 a.m. when I was
aroused from my slumbers by the announcement of supper, a
large dish of plain boiled rice, for which that first morning I
found myself with little appetite. The change of moon had
brought a remarkable change in the weather. Instead of the
frosts of the first days, the day dawned dull and cloudy with
a touch of mild sultriness in the air, but the sun failed of his
duty and by noon it seemed to be colder than at dawn with
a fresh blustering south-west wind to stir up the sand about
us. After supper the camp composed itself again for slumber
which was in due course interrupted by the call to prayer—
and again they slumbered. But whether it was these dis-
turbances of our normal regime or the satisfactory change in
the temperature or some other reason, everybody seemed to
be astir at 7 a.m. and it was I that delayed our start by
insisting on packing away the specimens of rock, insects, etc.,
collected during the previous day's march. I felt that I
would have to develop a routine suitable to the new condi-
tions, and celebrated the beginning ofBamdhan by forgetting
to wind my watches, which had, of course, run down when I
next looked at them at our evening camp. That was a most
disastrous lapse, for which I have never forgiven myself though
it proved not altogether irreparable as I shall explain later.
It was 8 a.m. when we started out on what was to prove a
good day's march of exceptional interest, I thought com-
fortingly that the JRamdhan penance would obviate un-
necessary halts by the way, but we had marched little more
than two hours when my chilly companions clamoured for a
halt to warm themselves by a fire. I told them they could
please themselves but that I should not be sitting over a fire
in the event of a stoppage. So we continued for another hour
before halting to let our transport get well on in advance.
At starting the long line of the high Mashura dunes, an
eastward promontory of Jafura, was visible afar off across
our path beyond the gently undulating wilderness, in which
many groups of grazing Badawin were settled down to enjoy

